SOLUTIONS BRIEF

Audit & Compliance
A robust cybersecurity solution enabling configuration, adjustment and continuous monitor using the
latest standards and data security policies to determine, isolate and ensure standards compliance. The
Industry’s most complete protection for controlled access to the security server, critical files, and
databases within the Enterprise & Cloud

Key Features


Vanguard Best Practices



Automated Detection



Prevent Unauthorized Access



Strict Enforcement Controls



Compliance



Accurate Reporting

Solutions Brief
The enterprise has evolved. The concept of being “inside” or “outside” a network has been relegated to
the history books. The workforce of today does not just work at the corporate office, but from home and
the coffee shop, and that staff is also being supplemented with third-party resources and partnerships
with other companies. The people, infrastructure and technology that once defined a corporation are no
longer a clear delineation of a business. As well, the cloud is rapidly becoming an essential element of
the extended enterprise, allowing companies to make data and applications available to anyone at any
time – regardless of location or device.
Current security models are not designed to accommodate the growing virtual nature of the extended
enterprise. This creates a conflict either by limiting a company’s ability to conduct business or by putting
the business at risk. Continued investment in traditional approaches to security will be ineffectual and
expensive. New cost effective approaches to securing the extended enterprise are critical to mitigating
risk and ensuring compliance with more stringent regulations for system and data access.
SOX, HIPAA, GLBA, PCI-DSS, BASEL II and NIST mandates all contain provisions requiring firms to
step up their efforts to ensure their files, applications and databases are not accessed improperly. When
breaches do occur and audits reveal compliance violations, C level executives and Boards of Directors
are increasingly being held accountable for not upholding their fiduciary duty. So, how should C level
executives and Board members best protect themselves, their organizations and ensure compliance?
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The Solution: Vanguard (Audit & Compliance)
Vanguard’s integrated (Audit & Compliance) solution includes multiple features to ensure constant
compliance by continually monitoring security policies while minimizing operational costs and
maximizing employee productivity.

Vanguard Configuration Manager™

Vanguard Advisor™

Automatically scans mainframe systems to assess
their compliance with the Security Technical
Implementation Guides mandated by the National
Checklist Program, saving thousands of hours
each year by providing a level of security review
that is virtually impossible using manual methods.

Provides powerful analysis, in-depth query,
immediate modification, reporting and report
distribution capabilities, plus continuous security
event monitoring and potential intrusion
notifications.

Vanguard Enforcer™

Vanguard Analyzer™
Delivers expert-level vulnerability assessment and
audit results in minutes.

Ensures that an organization’s defined security
policies and settings are in place and stay that
way; alerts key security personnel to an intruder or
Vanguard Offline™
security setting violation in real-time so problems
can be remediated automatically.
Enables you to test changes to your security
subsystem and Access Control Lists so that you
can validate all changes prior to
Vanguard inCompliance™
deploying them in production systems.
Performs continuous mainframe audits to identify
high-risk security situations and potential
Vanguard ez/lntegrator™
compliance violations, then quickly drills down to a
detailed view and recommends corrective actions, Allows software on heterogeneous platforms to link
to and use proven authentication, authorization,
where appropriate.
and auditing capabilities of any large enterprise
using a standard API.

Vanguard Policy Manager™

Enables security officers to more precisely enforce
security policies, prevent “privilege creep” and
ensure that mainframe administrators (even those
with highly privileged access) cannot issue
unauthorized commands; modifies non-compliant
commands automatically to comply with policy or
prevents them from executing.
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Why Vanguard to Secure Your Enterprise?
Almost half of the Fortune 1000 companies in the world spanning banking, retail, insurance, as well
as numerous government agencies trust Vanguard with their enterprise security.

About Vanguard Security Solutions
Vanguard offers the most advanced and integrated portfolio of enterprise security products and
services in the world. The portfolio was the first to offer fully automated baseline configuration
scanner for Mainframe DISA STIGs— the Gold Standard for Security.

For More Information
To learn more about Vanguard Security Solutions please
call 702.794.0014 or visit www.go2vanguard.com

Corporate Headquarters
6625 S. Eastern Avenue—Suite 100
Las Vegas, NV 89119-3930
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